
London Transport Museum 
is an Artsmark partner and is 
proud to be supporting schools 
and education settings on their 
Artsmark journey. By taking part 
in our sessions and using our 
resources you and your students 
can gain evidence to support 
your Artsmark award.

LTM schools



Join Agent Mcfly and Agent Fox on a 
top-secret time travelling mission, in 
this exciting new digital experience from 
London Transport Museum. Your class 
of secret agents will investigate how 
buses in London have changed over 
time and explore objects from the past 
with the help of our dynamic duo, and 
an experienced facilitator streaming live 
from the museum. (KS1) 

Mystery Bus



The Mystery Bus session supports the following Artsmark criteria: 

Values and ethos: You are 
clearly linking arts and culture 
to wider learning opportunities, 
so that children can apply their 
arts learning in a wider context. 
In this session, role play and 
design are linked to science, 
engineering and maths.

Curriculum design: The session 
contributes to an arts and 
cultural curriculum that helps 
children to explore or make 
connections in other subjects. 
This session connects to science, 
drama, engineering and maths. 

Range of offers: This is a 
wide-ranging arts and cultural 
offer that goes beyond formal 
teaching, giving children an 
opportunity to use role play to 
stretch their knowledge, skills  
and understanding.

Partnerships: This session 
demonstrates that you are using 
an arts and cultural organisation to 
improve and support the delivery 
of quality provisions and that you 
understand the value of working 
with a broad range of partners to 
provide and deliver high value arts 
and cultural education.

Mystery Bus

Curriculum links:  
History, Science  
and Literacy 



Watch families at the London Transport 
Museum talk about whether transport is 
green. Eco Change Makers - What would a 
truly green London look like?  
To explore London Transport Museum 
Learning resources visit our YouTube Channel:  
https://youtu.be/GT-7o-2PHPM
 
Give children a voice by helping them come 
up with their own ideas for making transport 
green and sustainable.  Invite them to draw 
diagrams to represent their ideas.

Mystery Bus
Following the session, why not check out the following London Transport Museum links 
that will extend your experience and collect further evidence for your Artsmark journey.

Invent a bus that helps to satisfy the needs of 
specific passengers, such as a long-necked giraffe, 
and gain evidence of children applying their learning 
in a wider context.

To explore London Transport Museum Learning 
resources visit our website: 
https://www.ltmuseum.co.uk/schools/key-stage-1

(Scroll down to the pink INVENT A BUS link)

One of Arts Council England’s quality principles is 
authenticity. Watch a real bus being made, to help 
children explore and make connections to engineering. 

To explore more learning resources on  
this subject visit: https://.youtube.com/
watch?v=md4VkXzDO-Y)

(NOTE: This video is not by London Transport Museum)
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From conductor to engineer, learn about 
the diverse and inspirational careers of 
London Transport’s Caribbean workforce. 
Join us for an immersive storytelling 
session uncovering how Caribbean 
culture has shaped the way we travel  
and the city in which we live. 

This session explores concepts of 
inclusion and identity, helping children 
develop and practice their empathy, 
enquiry, listening and communication 
skills. (KS2)

Caribbean Journeys



The Caribbean Journeys session supports the following Artsmark criteria: 

Values and ethos: The facilitator and content 
promote an enjoyment about learning particularly 
of cultural diaspora through drama, music and 
storytelling. The children will be inspired to apply 
their arts learning in a wider context and embrace 
arts and cultural industries as genuine career choices. 

Children and young people engagement: All the 
children will be able to talk enthusiastically about a 
broad range of high-quality arts and cultural provision. 
This session will develop the voice of the children 
particularly regarding cultural experience. It will be 
easy to plan and measure the impact of engagement. 

Curriculum design: The session contributes to an 
arts and cultural curriculum that helps children to 
explore or make connections in other subjects. This 
session connects history, literacy, drama and PHSE. 

Range of offers: This is a wide-ranging 
arts and cultural offer that goes 
beyond formal teaching, that gives 
children an opportunity to roleplay 
performance, and that stretches their 
knowledge, skills and understanding. 

Caribbean Journeys

Partnerships: This session demonstrates that 
you are using an arts and cultural organisation 
to improve and support the delivery of quality 
provisions and that you understand the value of 
working with a broad range of partners to provide 
and deliver high value arts and cultural education. 

Equality and diversity: By telling diverse and 
representative stories of London Transport, 
this session supports children to develop an 
understanding of equality of opportunity.

Curriculum links: 
History, Literacy, 
Drama, PHSE 



Following the session, why not check out the following London Transport Museum links 
that will extend your experience and collect further evidence for your Artsmark journey. 

Caribbean Journeys

At London Transport Museum, we 
collect stories of people that have 
played an important role in shaping 
London’s Transport history. Create your 
own story with our guided activity:  
https:// www.ltmuseum.co.uk/
activities/your-story

Learn to identify flags of different 
countries in the Caribbean:  
https://www.ltmuseum.co.uk/
activities/do-you-know-caribbean-flags

Take a look inside our cookbook at some classic 
Caribbean dishes: https://www.ltmuseum.
co.uk/activities/caribbean-cookbook

Celebrate Black history through our Black 
History Tube Map: https://www.ltmuseum.
co.uk/collections/stories/ design/celebrating-
black-history-through-tube-map

Find out more about Britain’s Windrush 
veterans: the battle to be British.  
Visit: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_
UwLep9KEFk

(NOTE: This is a 26 min YouTube video  
made by Channel 4) 
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Come and join us for a full day at the Depot 
for or this engaging engineering experience.

During the day students get to interview 
STEM ambassadors with their own 
questions and go on a tour to see 
how problem solving has been key to 
London’s transport story. They will play 
the Sustainable Cities game which will 
challenge them to work together to create 
a city that is sustainable, functional and 
liveable. At the end of the day students will 
leave inspired by engineering as a career 
and its importance in the world in the past, 
present and future. (KS3)

Inspire Engineering



Inspire Engineering
The Inspire Engineering session supports the following Artsmark criteria: 

Leadership: Innovation, invention and 
opening up pathways for students will 
add to your commitment to the quality 
of provision and breadth of cultural, 
sustainable and scientific education.

Children and young people 
engagement: This session engages 
young people in learning linked 
to potential career opportunities 
and enables them to practically 
demonstrate all they’ve understood 
and the skills they’ve acquired.

Curriculum design: This session explores 
subjects including science and history 
and supports the Gatsby Benchmarks 
enabling you to demonstrate an 
understanding of, and a commitment 
to establishing, high-quality arts and 
cultural provision that connects subjects 
and learning outcomes across all phases 
and links to the whole setting’s pedagogy. 

Range of offers: With Inspire and its broad 
accessibility you may demonstrate that 
children and young people have continuous 
access to a wider range of challenging arts 
and cultural experiences that are stretching 
their knowledge, skills and understanding. 

Curriculum links:  
Science; sustainability, 
energy; Gatsby 
Benchmarks; STEM 
skills; History 



Inspire Engineering
Following the session, why not check out the following London Transport Museum links 
that will extend your experience and collect further evidence for your Artsmark journey. 

The future of our city – and our world - is all 
in the air. Through our Climate Crossroads 
programme, we’re imagining what London 
might look like in the future, and seeing what 
is being done - and can be done in the future - 
to make the city a greener place to live. Have 
a go at our Steam to Green quiz and see what 
you know about green transport: https://
www.ltmuseum.co.uk/activities/steam-
green-transport-quiz

British Science Week 2021: Engineering and 
sustainability - explore the role of engineers 
in creating a sustainable future:  
https:// www.youtube.com/
watch?v=W3eWLPkMzLs 

Horsepower. What is horsepower? In this 
activity, you can learn more about it and 
read about four vehicles from our collection. 
Then test your knowledge with our quiz:  
https://www.ltmuseum.co.uk/activities/
horsepower
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Step into a magical world of posters and 
discover London as you’ve never seen it 
before through our online storytelling 
workshop. This session invites you to 
explore London’s landmarks and uncover 
the strange tales behind them through 
our unique poster collection. 

Create your own posters celebrating 
the weird and wonderful history of 
London’s landmarks through a series of 
quick sketches and collaborative drawing 
activities. Pre and post session resources 
supporting this session will allow you to 
consider your own local landmarks and 
create your own dynamic maps of London 
or your local area. (KS2) 

Poster Worlds



Poster Worlds
Following the session, why not check out the following London Transport Museum links 
that will extend your experience and collect further evidence for your Artsmark journey. 

A brief history of the pocket underground map 
by Nick Gill: https://www.ltmuseum.co.uk/
blog/brief-historypocket-underground-map

Try out our poster-themed design activities! 
Design your own transport poster or make 
a collage of a smiley tiger: https://www.
ltmuseum.co.uk/visit/families/family-
activities/poster-design-activities

Explore an artistic technique in this 20 minute 
YouTube video on monoprinting: https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=_gotHPQOvcU

(NOTE: This video is not by London  
Transport Museum.) 

Design your own roundels: https://www.
ltmuseum.co.uk/visit/families/family-
activities/design-your-own-roundels
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Join Joe Clough on a time travelling 
adventure as he searches for his missing 
hat in vehicles from across the ages! 

During this actor-led session, your 
class will be time detectives challenged 
to piece together mysterious clues left 
by passengers on Joe’s bus. 

Using our bespoke guide, voyage 
through the galleries discovering 
diverse people working for London 
Transport and the important role they 
played in keeping London moving.(KS1)

Joe’s Busy Bus



Joe’s Busy Bus
The Joe’s Busy Bus session supports the following Artsmark criteria: 

Values and ethos: You are clearly linking arts 
and culture to wider learning opportunities, 
so that children can apply their arts learning 
in a wider context. There will be evidence of 
enjoyment of arts and culture through a range 
of experiences and opportunities. The children 
will celebrate and promote their achievements 
in constructive games and model making using 
history, literacy and design. 

Children and young people engagement: All 
the children will be able to talk enthusiastically 
about a broad range of high-quality arts and 
cultural provision. This session will develop 
the voice of the children particularly regarding 
cultural experience and diversity. It will be easy 
to plan and measure the impact of engagement. 

Curriculum design: You will be able to 
embed a diverse curriculum through topics, 
skills and learning around the session. There 
are clear curriculum links but you can help 
the children to explore or make connections 
in other subjects. 

Equality and diversity: By telling diverse and 
representative stories of London Transport, 
this session supports imprinting a deep 
understanding to, equality of opportunity to 
arts and cultural experiences.

Curriculum links: 
History, Literacy 



Joe’s Busy Bus
Following the session, why not check out the following London Transport Museum links 
that will extend your experience and collect further evidence for your Artsmark journey. 

Secret shelter challenge: time-travel deep underground: 
https://www.ltmuseum.co.uk/secret-shelter-challenge 

Billy Brown of London town. Do you know who Billy 
Brown of London Town is? He had a very important 
transport job 70 years ago. Explore our Billy Brown 
themed world, poetry and design games:  
https:// www.ltmuseum.co.uk/visit/families/family-
activities/billy-brown-london-town

Make paper vehicle models: https://www.ltmuseum.
co.uk/visit/families/family-activities/make-paper-
vehiclemodels
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